Abstract: Acylphloroglucinols (ACPLs) are a broad class of compounds structurally derived from phloroglucinol and characterised by the presence of a CRO group. They are interesting for their biological activities and their potentialities as lead compounds in drug development. The current review considers a series of works which, altogether, sum up to a systematic computational study of ACPLs in vacuo and in three solvents -chloroform, acetonitrile and water. An initial set of studies, focusing on ACPLs as a class and utilising an adequately representative selection of molecules, identified patterns in the conformational preferences and molecular properties of ACPLs, which appear valid for the whole class or for specific subclasses such as monomeric ACPLs, dimeric ACPLs, ACPLs with substituents containing C=C double bonds, etc. The validity of the identified patterns was further verified through the study of additional and significantly different ACPL molecules, as well as other molecular structures containing ACPL units. Furthermore, the computational study of ACPLs proved interesting for the insights into the factors stabilising their conformers, first of all intramolecular hydrogen bonding, which plays dominant roles in determining conformational preferences and energetics. The current review outlines the objectives, approaches and main results of these studies. The obtained information may be relevant for further studies aimed at a better understanding of the molecular bases of the biological activities of ACPLs.
Introduction
Acylphloroglucinols (ACPLs, Fig. 1 ) are a broad class of compounds structurally derived from 1,3,5-trihydroxybenzenes (phloroglucinol) and characterised by the presence of a CRO group (acyl group). Many of them are found in natural sources and exhibit a variety of biological activities: antioxidant, antimalarial, anticancer, antituberculosis, antifungal, and others [1] . Their medicinal properties make them interesting candidates as lead structures for drug development [2] . An extensive review of the structures, natural sources and pharmacological properties of the ACPLs known up to 2006 is offered in [1] . New ACPLs continue to be discovered in a variety of sources, including those reported from traditional medicine practices, and have been tested for various biological activities.
Computational studies of ACPLs (other than those that are the object of the current review) have mostly been performed as support to experimental investigations, more frequently in view of structure and stereochemistry elucidation, and, therefore, have focused mainly on the prediction of spectra or circular dichroism (e.g. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] ). The current review focuses on an extensive computational study of ACPLs as a class of compounds, aimed at identifying patterns in their conformational preferences and the factors influencing them, as well as in other computable properties such as dipole moments, HOMO-LUMO energy gaps, vibrational frequencies, solvent effect, etc. Altogether, the study comprised: a preliminary use of model structures to focus on influencing factors related to the acylphloroglucinol moiety [9] ; the investigation of specific properties across many molecules of the same broad sub-class, such as monomeric ACPLs [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] or dimeric ACPLs [16] (with the former containing one acylphloroglucinol moiety and the latter containing two acylphloroglucinol moieties linked through a methylene bridge); and the study of individual ACPL molecules or small sets of molecules [9, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] , including the study of complexes of antioxidant ACPLs with a Cu 2+ ion [24, 31, 32] . It also included a predictive study of supermolecular bowl-shaped structures that may be built from ACPL units [34] . Furthermore, in order to enable better understanding of the findings on ACPLs, it included the study of the parent compound (phloroglucinol [35] ), of its carboxylic acid (i.e. another of its derivatives containing a C=O group [36] ) and of the class of compounds to which phloroglucinol belongs (polyhydroxybenzenes [37] ); the latter extended to the study of the dimers of polyhydroxybenzenes [38] to enable better understanding of the interactions between two hydroxybenzene rings for the ACPLs containing two or more rings.
The intramolecular hydrogen bond (IHB) between O14 and either H15 or H17 proved the dominant stabilising factor and was therefore given specific attention throughout the study. For easy of reference, it was termed 'first IHB' (H15···O14 or H17···O14, according to the conformers). Additional IHBs (additional O-H···O IHBs, or O-H···π IHBs) may be present when R, R′ or R″ contain suitable groups, and they were also given explicit attention because of their stabilising roles. Besides their stabilising effects, IHBs may play relevant roles in the mechanism through which the biological activity is exerted, which increases the interest in their specific investigation.
Most of the ACPL molecules were studied both in vacuo and in solution, because of the importance of considering the medium when dealing with biologically active compounds [39] . Three solvents were selected, with different polarities and different H-bonding abilities: chloroform, acetonitrile and water. Water is the main component of living organisms, chloroform is a good model for non-polar media in living organisms and acetonitrile is a solvent frequently used in both experimental and computational studies. Their different H-bonding abilities largely define their types of interactions with solute molecules. Chloroform molecules cannot form the stronger types of H-bonds, such as O-H···O or O-H···N (although they can form C-H···O interactions, e.g. with acetone [40] ). Acetonitrile molecules can only be H-bond acceptors, but not donors, and, therefore, they can form H-bonds with a solute molecule containing donors (O-H···N in the case of ACPLs), but not among themselves. Water molecules can be both donors and acceptors and, therefore, they can form O-H···O H-bonds both with an ACPL solute molecule and among themselves. The consideration of solvents with different H-bonding abilities is particularly important when considering molecules like ACPLs, where the H atoms of the three OH groups (H15, H16 and H17) can act as donors, and O14 and (with rather lesser strength) O8, O10 and O12 can act as acceptors in intermolecular (solutesolvent) H-bonds. R' "R Fig. 1 : General structure of acylphloroglucinols and atom-numbering utilised in the computational studies reviewed here . The first atom of R (after C7) is given the number 13, the first atom of R′ is given the number 9 and the first atom of R″ is given the number 11. For dimeric acylphloroglucinols, C9 is the C atom of the methylene bridge joining the two moieties, and the atom numbers of the second moiety are primed.
Computational details
The same calculation methods were utilised for all the molecules, in order to enable meaningful comparisons of results. The selection of the calculation methods needed to respond to both results-quality and affordability criteria (the latter being particularly important for studies involving a large number of non-small molecules). The selection comprised two ab initio methods {Hartree Fock (HF) and Møller-Plesset Perturbation Theory (MP2)} and the Density Functional Theory (DFT) with the B3LYP functional. Preliminary calculations tested different basis sets (6-31G(d,p), 6-31+G(d,p) and 6-31++G(d,p)) with these three methods. While calculations with all the three basis sets continued being performed for smaller molecules (e.g. [37] ), all the other molecules were studied using the less expensive 6-31G(d,p) basis set for HF and MP2 calculations and the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set for DFT. Both HF and DFT calculations were performed with fully relaxed geometries. MP2 calculations were performed with fully relaxed geometry for smaller molecules and as single point (SP) calculations on the HF-optimised geometries for larger molecules (which amounted to the majority of the cases). HF results are the natural (and necessary) inputs for SP MP2 calculations because HF constitutes the zero th (unperturbed) approximation in the MP2 algorithm. HF/6-31G(d,p) calculations are the least expensive calculations capable of providing reasonable information about conformational preferences and about trends across a large family of related compounds, where errors can be expected to be similar, making the identified trends reasonable. Furthermore, comparisons of the HF results with those or higher levels of theory showed reasonably good HF performance for ACPLs also with the less demanding 6-31G(d,p) basis set (HF/6-31+G(d,p) calculations required at least twice the time of HF/6-31G(d,p) calculations).
High quality description of the characteristics of individual H-bonds would require the inclusion of correlation [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] and dispersion [49] effects and may benefit from the inclusion of diffuse functions in the basis set [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] . MP2 takes into account both electron correlation and dispersion effects and would, therefore, be the optimal choice for ACPLs. However, MP2 calculations with fully relaxed geometry would be very expensive or unaffordable for non-small molecules (as is the case of many ACPL molecules). On the other hand, SP MP2 calculations do not improve the description of IHB parameters because of lack of geometry flexibility. The main usefulness of SP MP2 calculations is that of providing additional comparison of energy trends (which, in turn, are largely related to the roles of the IHBs).
DFT calculations incorporate part of the electron correlation. The B3LYP functional [55] [56] [57] is the most widely utilised functional in molecular calculations [58] . The 6-31+G(d,p) basis set was selected for this method because the preliminary studies with different basis sets had shown the importance of the presence of diffuse functions on the heavy atoms for the quality of DFT/B3LYP results for ACPLs.
Calculations in solution were performed with the polarisable continuum model (PCM [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] ), with the default settings of its implementation in Gaussian03 [64] . They were performed at the HF/6-31G(d,p) and DFT/B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) levels; the latter were performed with fully relaxed geometries for smaller molecules and as SP calculations on the in vacuo optimised geometries for larger molecules. Both fully-relaxed-geometry and SP calculations were carried out for the molecules for which the former were affordable, in order to compare the performance of the two options. The comparison showed that SP and full re-optimisation PCM results are sufficiently close and highlight sufficiently similar patterns; in particular, the conformers' relative energies largely maintain the same sequence and similar spacings in a given solvent, with occasional exceptions only for high energy conformers. This is expedient to the identification of conformers which may potentially be involved in the biological activities (cautiously taken as those whose relative energy is ≤3.5 kcal/mol in at least one of the media).
PCM does not take into explicit account directional solute-solvent interactions such as solute-solvent H-bonds (although many results on ACPLs suggested some implicit consideration [65] ). Since ACPL molecules contain several sites capable of forming such H-bonds, adducts with explicit water molecules were calculated in most cases [12, 17, 18, 33, 35, 36] , to complement the information about the molecules' situation in water solution and to check for the outcome of the competition between IHBs and solute-solvent intermolecular H-bonds. They were calculated at the HF and DFT levels.
Vibrational frequencies (harmonic approximations) were calculated at the HF and DFT levels and the calculated values were scaled by the factors recommended in [66] . The results showed that all the calculated conformers correspond to true minima (absence of imaginary frequencies). In the case of ACPLs, the calculation of vibrational frequencies has the additional advantage of providing indications about the strength of IHBs, through the red shift that they cause in the frequency of the donor OH.
Complexes of antioxidant ACPL molecules with a Cu 2+ ion [24, 31, 32] were calculated at the DFT/B3LYP level with the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set for the C, O and H atoms and the LANL2DZ pseudopotential (which includes scalar relativistic effects [67] ) for the Cu 2+ ion); this basis set option enables better estimation of the molecule-ion interaction energy for transition metals complexes [68, 69] . Natural Bond Orbital [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] analysis was utilised to obtain the natural charges on the atoms because of the importance of a realistic estimation of the charge on the copper ion in the complex, as the reduction of this charge on complexation can be considered an indication of the molecule's ability to reduce oxidant species [75, 76] .
The calculation of supermolecular structures entails the evaluation of the interaction energy between the central molecule and the molecules or ions interacting with it. The basis set superposition error (BSSE) was taken into account using counterpoise corrections [77] for the cases where the interaction is comparatively weak, like in the adducts of ACPLs or hydroxybenzenes molecules with explicit water molecules [12, 17, 18, 33, 35, 36] . It was not taken into account on evaluating the interaction energy between the molecule and the ion in the complexes of antioxidant ACPL molecules with a Cu 2+ ion [24, 31, 32] , because the interaction energy in these cases is large and the correction would be non-influential [76] (the counterpoise correction had been explicitly introduced for weak intermolecular interactions [77] ).
All the calculations were performed on desktop PCs using GAUSSIAN 03, version D01 [49] . Except the ones for which SP has been mentioned in the previous paragraphs, all the other calculations were performed with fully relaxed geometry. Visualisation utilised GaussView [78] and Chem3D [79] .
The calculation methods utilised in these works are concisely denoted in the following way in the rest of the text: HF for HF/6-31G(d,p), DFT for DFT/B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) and MP2 for MP2/6-31G(d,p) or MP2/ HF/6-31G(d,p).
Overview of results

Selection of molecules to be studied
The selection of molecules to be studied aimed at maximising representativeness. More that 100 molecules were considered in the study of monomeric ACPLs as a class [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , and 47 molecules in the study of dimeric ACPLs [16] . The selection aimed at including all the main features that may be present in naturally-occurring ACPLs: different R chains; presence or absence of substituents at C3 and C5 (modelled by methyl groups for the cases when the substituents do not contain sites capable of forming IHBs with neighbouring phenol OHs); presence of a prenyl (3-methylbut-2-en-1-yl) chain as substituent at C3 or C5; presence -in the R chain or in a substituent at C3 or C5 -of groups that can form additional O-H···O IHBs; replacement of a phenol OH by an OCH 3 group; replacement of the OH at C2 or C6 by a keto O (for dimeric ACPLs, this replacement concerns only the C between the acyl group and the methylene bridge); etc. The study of bowl-shaped structures built from ACPL units [34] also took into account various R chains as well as two 'sizes' for the overall structures, with three or four ACPL units.
The molecules that were objects of individual studies were sufficiently different from each other and from the molecules included in the study of monomeric ACPLs as a class to provide independent verification of the validity of the identified patterns. In caespitate [9, 17, 20, 21, 29] , R′ is a highly flexible substituent with three additional sites capable of forming IHBs (the O atoms of an ester function and a double bond). In nodifloridin [18, 19, 22, 23] , both R and R′ are long chains ending with a carboxylic function, enabling a variety of IHB patterns as well as the possibility of forming both open and ring-shaped dimers. In euglobals [26, 28] , the phloroglucinol moiety is part of a phloroglucinol-terpene adduct involving the formation of a chroman ring skeleton and contains an additional acyl group at C5. Antioxidant ACPLs show a variety of structural features, leading to different binding-sites patterns for the Cu 2+ ion in the formation of complexes [30] [31] [32] .
Introduction of acronyms
The objective of comparing the effects of the geometric features which may be responsible for the stabilisation of the conformers of a given molecule and influence their properties, requires an effective way of keeping track of those features. When the study involves a large number of molecules of the same class, each of which may have many conformers, it becomes necessary to keep track of the conformers' characterising features across the class, to facilitate comparison of corresponding conformers of different molecules. A system of symbols was introduced to this purpose, assigning a lowercase letter to denote each relevant feature and utilising these letters to build acronyms to denote each conformer. The same features have been denoted in the same way throughout all the studies, to facilitate comparisons. The symbols used for all the structures and conformers are those denoting the position of the first IHB (H15···O14 or H17···O14), the orientation of O10-H16 (towards the R′ substituent or towards the other side) and the orientation of O8-H15 or O12-H17 when not engaged in the first IHB (away from the acyl group or towards it). Other symbols have been introduced when needed, to denote the presence and the donor of O-H···π interactions, the position of additional O-H···O IHBs, the mutual orientation of rings when more than one ring is present, etc. Molecules themselves are often denoted with symbols in the acronyms, for conciseness sake; these symbols utilise uppercase letters and numbers, and appear at the beginning of the acronym. Figure 2 provides some examples to illustrate the practical use of acronyms, and to highlight their handiness in providing quick information about the characterising features of molecules and conformers, and also the expansion of symbols for larger-size structures, including dimeric ACPLs. Tables with detailed information about the meanings of all the symbols utilised in a specific work are provided in individual articles, but are not suitable within a review. The goal of facilitating comparisons across the various studies has also prompted the use of the same atomnumbering throughout. The atom numbering shown in Fig. 1 is utilised in all the studies (with slight differences only in the earliest ones), and is suitably adapted for structures containing more than one ACPL unit (e.g. dimeric ACPLs or bowl-shaped structures) by priming (′), double priming (″) etc. the numbers of the second, third, etc. acylphloroglucinol moiety. Furthermore, in order to facilitate immediate visual comparisons, model images of structures and conformers are always oriented in the same way, i.e. with the acyl group at the top of the image.
Intramolecular hydrogen bonding and conformational preferences
IHBs generally play important roles in determining conformational preferences and energy and influence a number of physicochemical properties [80, 81] . They also play relevant roles in aspects of biological activity mechanisms such as molecular recognition, selective binding and others [82, 83] . In the case of ACPLs, IHBs proved the dominant stabilising factors. Patterns in their characteristics (H···O length, O···O distance and OĤO angle for O-H···O IHBs) and for their effects on the conformers' relative energies are largely similar across the considered ACPLs.
It is arduous to evaluate the energy of an IHB. An evaluation through the most straightforward option (considering the energy difference between the conformer in which a given IHB is present and the corresponding conformer in which it is removed through 180° rotation of the donor OH) is affected by the geometry changes caused by the removal [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] . For ACPLs, the removal of the first IHB prompts an off-plane shift of the acyl group bringing O14 farther away from the donor O (O8 or O12), which smoothes their repulsion (an IHB removal leaves the two O atoms exposed to increased repulsion of their lone pairs [90] [91] [92] [93] ). Attempts to evaluate the energy of the first IHB taking the impact of this geometry change into as-much-as-possible account have been made [9, 10] , leading to the conclusion that it is a moderate IHB [94] , often rather close to the border between moderate and strong IHBs. The geometry changes accompanying the removal of other O-H···O IHBs (not constrained by the rigidity of the benzene ring as in the case of the first IHB) may be much greater and even dramatic [15] . In view of all this, comparisons of the relative strength of IHBs, as well as approximate estimations of whether they are weak, moderate or strong, rely more effectively on quantities which are related to their energy and easier to determine, rather than on the evaluation of their energies. Such quantities comprise the IHB lengths, the red shifts they cause in the vibration frequency of the donor OH and also their stabilising effects (although the actual energy of an IHB is not easy to be determined with satisfactory accuracy, a comparison of the relative energies of conformers differing by the presence or absence of a given IHB across different ACPLs enables approximate comparison of its stabilising effect in those ACPLs). The next paragraphs will compare the various IHBs encountered in ACPLs in terms of these quantities.
B-P3B5-s-w-ξ
Fig. 2:
Illustrative examples of the use of acronyms in the study of acylphloroglucinols. In D-d-r-1, D informs that R is an ethyl group and that R′ is a methyl group, d informs that the first IHB is H15···O14, r informs that O10H16 is oriented towards R′ and 1 informs that R has on-the-plane geometry. In E1-s-w-u-2, E1 informs that R is an n-propyl group and that R′ is a methyl group, s informs that the first IHB is H17···O14, w informs that O10H16 is oriented to the other side with respect to R′, u informs that O9H15 is oriented towards the acyl group and 2 informs that R has a bent, out-of-plane geometry. In B-Y3B5-d-r-q2, B informs that R is a methyl group, Y3 informs about R′ (a chain denoted as Y), B5 informs that R″ is a methyl group, d and r have the abovementioned meanings, and q2 informs that the second IHB has O10H16 as donor. In B-P3B5-s-w-ξ, B informs that R is a methyl group, P3 informs that R′ is a prenyl chain, B5 informs that R″ is a methyl group, s and w have the above-mentioned meanings, and ξ informs that O8H15 is engaged in an O-H···π IHB with the π bond of the prenyl chain. In ARZ-1-d-r-ξ-αδ, ARZ informs that the molecule considered is arzanol, 1 refers to the mutual orientation of the two rings, d and r have the above-mentioned meanings, ξ informs that O12H17 is engaged in an O-H···π IHB with the π bond of the prenyl chain and α and δ denote the intermonomer IHBs shown in the model. For dimeric ACPLs, the uppercase letter D is used to inform that the compound considered is a dimeric ACPL and is immediately followed by a number denoting the combination of acyl chains in that compound; the substituents in the C5 positions of each monomer are also denoted by symbols; and the information about the geometry of each monomer is summarised by numbers. In D7-M5,5′-1, D7 informs that the dimeric molecule has the combination of acyl chains indicated by the number 7 (n-propyl in one monomer and ethyl in the other), M5,5′ informs that the substituents at the C5 positions in the two monomers are methyls, and 1 informs about the geometry of the two monomers and their mutual orientations (both monomers with d-r geometry and with the acyl groups on opposite sides with respect to the methylene bridge). In D2-P5,5′-2-ξη′, D2 informs that the dimeric molecule has the combination of acyl chains indicated by the number 2 (both of them methyls), P5,5′ informs that the substituents at the C5 positions in the two monomers are prenyl chains, 2 informs that the two monomers have d-r and s-w geometries, respectively and their acyl chains are on the same side with respect to the methylene bridge, ξ informs that, in the first monomer, O12H17 is engaged in an O-H···π IHB with the π bond of the prenyl chain at C5 and η′ informs that, in the second monomer, O10H16 is engaged in an O-H···π IHB with the π bond of the prenyl chain at C5′.
The first IHB has the strongest stabilising effect. Its characteristics are not influenced significantly by the nature of R, as long as R ≠ H, whereas they are influenced by other geometry features [10] . Its length is shorter when it forms on the side of the substituent at C3 or, if substituents are present at both C3 and C5, when it forms on the side of the bulkier substituent (in this regard, the methylene bridge in dimeric ACPLs has the same role as a substituent at C3). It is shorter when the other OH ortho to the CRO group is oriented away from CRO ('downwards') and longer when it is oriented 'upwards'. It is also shorter when the other OH ortho to the CRO group is replaced by a keto O. Its stabilising effect follows the patterns of its length (shorter bond length corresponding to greater stabilising effect). Similarly, the red shifts it causes on the vibrational frequency of the donor OH show correspondence with its length (shorter bond length corresponding to greater red shift).
Additional O-H···O IHBs [15] appear when R, R′ or R″ contain additional OH groups (which can act as donors or acceptors to a phenol OH) or O atoms that can act as acceptors. Their presence significantly influences conformational preferences, although they usually have smaller stabilising effect than the first IHB (closer to it if the acceptor is another sp 2 O). Their bond lengths are longer than for the first IHB and their red shifts are smaller. Their parameters also depend significantly on the geometry of the surrounding molecular context. The lower energy conformers of molecules where additional O-H···O IHBs are possible contain the highest possible number of simultaneous IHBs.
Cooperativity of the first IHB and additional O-H···O IHBs involving groups in a substituent (e.g. hyperjovinol A [24] ) or O-H···O IHBs between monomers (e.g. arzanol [30] , dimeric ACPLs [16] , bowl-shaped structures [34] ) becomes evident from the shortening of the lengths of the IHBs concerned and the increase in their red shifts. Their stabilising effects also increase, as shown by the lower relative energy of conformers in which the two IHBs are cooperative with respect to conformers in which they are not. This is in line with the known effects of IHB cooperativity, enhancing the stabilising effects of each IHB [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] (cooperativity may also confer interesting properties to substances and materials [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] ).
O-H···π IHBs are known to have significant influence on the preferred orientation of the portion of a molecule containing a π system, when the π system can come sufficiently close to a donor OH [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] . They are present in ACPLs in which R, R′ or R″ contain a π bond (e.g. in a prenyl chain) or a larger π system (e.g. a benzene ring). It is not possible to strictly define a bond length for these IHBs because the acceptor is a π electron cloud, not an individual atom (although the distances of the H atom from the C atoms forming a π bond give an indication of how close it approaches the π bond); therefore, an idea of the strength of an O-H···π IHB can be derived mainly from its effect on relative energies and from the red shift it causes. The stabilising effect of O-H···π interactions in ACPLs [14] is usually smaller than (sometimes, comparable to) that of O-H···O IHBs in which the acceptor is an sp 3 O. C-H···O IHBs [107, 108] are weaker than the IHBs considered in the previous paragraphs. Despite this, they often play significant roles in determining molecular preferences and in several chemical and biological processes, as established in the years following their recognition as IHBs [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] . In the case of ACPLs [14] , they determine the orientation of R′ or R″ when these are methyl groups, and contribute to determine the orientation of the initial part of R. The absence of C-H···O IHBs is responsible for the higher relative energy of conformers in which the first IHB is H17···O14 and H16 is oriented to the same side as R′.
PCM calculations [11] show that the first IHB is maintained in solution; for the case of water solutions, this is confirmed by the calculation of adducts with explicit water molecules [12, 17, 33] . The first IHB maintains its fundamental role in determining conformational preferences and energy in all the solvents considered. Its parameters are not influenced significantly by the solvent: their changes in different solvents are smaller than the changes related to different orientations of the other OHs or to the presence or absence of a substituent at C3. The adducts with explicit water molecules indicate that the region around the first IHB is largely hydrophobic -a phenomenon observed also with the IHB of the carboxylic acid of phloroglucinol [36] .
Weaker O-H···O IHBs are not maintained in water solution, whenever their removal makes the corresponding OH accessible to water molecules to form solute-solvent H-bonds [14, 17] . When geometry constrains do not favour the 'opening' of the IHB, then the IHB may co-exist with a solute-solvent H-bond and even become cooperative with it -a phenomenon observed also for hydroxybenzenes with neighbouring OHs [37] . O-H···π IHBs have lower stabilising effect in non-polar solvents than in vacuo and disappear in water solution, where the donor OHs form H-bonds with water molecules and other water molecules often establish O-H···π intermolecular interactions with the π bond or system.
In the complexes of antioxidant ACPLs with a Cu 2+ ion [24, 31, 32] , transfer of the proton from the donor sp 3 O to the acceptor sp 2 O is observed frequently. When the ion binds to other sites (not the donor or the acceptor O), the length of the first IHB decreases slightly only in few cases (none of them entailing a proton transfer from the donor to the acceptor) and, more often, it increases slightly. When the ion binds to the donor O, the IHB length may increase more considerably; the greatest increase pertains to the complexes where the ion binds to O14. The red shifts of the donor OHs show corresponding patterns, becoming smaller when the IHB length increases and greater when it decreases. All these phenomena suggest frequent slight weakening of the first IHB when the ion binds to its donor O and always-occurring greater weakening when the ion binds to the acceptor O. When the ion binds to the atoms engaged in the O-H···π interaction, the red shifts show that the interaction may weaken or strengthen (even considerably), depending on the molecular context and on the way in which the ion binds to the atoms.
Patterns in other properties -selected examples
Besides the dominant dependence on the presence of IHBs, conformational preferences show some dependence on the orientation of the OH groups. Like in the parent compound (where the uniform orientation of the OHs (C 3h symmetry) corresponds to ≈1 kcal/mol better energy [115] ), the uniform orientation is preferred in all the ACPLs considered, with smaller energy-influence only in the case of bowl-shaped structures [34] and in the cases of complexes with a Cu 2+ ion [24, 31, 32] . In water solution, the preferred orientations of the OH groups not engaged in the first IHB are those that enable better approach by water molecules to form solutesolvent H-bonds; thus, e.g. when R′ ≠ H, H16 prefers the orientation away from R′, which makes it more available to an approaching water molecule.
The solvent effect (free energy of solvation, ΔG solv ) provides indications on a molecule's stabilisation associated with the solvation process. For ACPLs [13] , ΔG solv is always negative in chloroform and in water, with considerably greater magnitude in water; it may be negative (with small magnitude) or positive in acetonitrile. The stabilisation by the solvent is greater for conformers in which more OH groups are accessible to solvent molecules.
The calculation of adducts of ACPLs with explicit water molecules [12, 17, 18, 33, 35, 36] pursued two objectives: attempting to compare the approach of a water molecule to the individual H-bond donors or acceptors in the ACPL molecule (realised by considering adducts with only one water molecule, in turn attached to each of the sites) and having an idea of possible time-averaged distributions of water molecules in the first solvation layer -a concept extended to include the water molecules bridging two water molecules H-bonded to the ACPL molecule, because the stabilising effect of such bridging makes them an integral part of the distribution in the vicinity of the central molecule. Although only a limited number of water molecules can be included in the adduct to prevent the dominance of their tendency to cluster together, some patterns have been clearly identified, such as the preference for certain shapes formed by the O atoms of the water molecules and the ACPL molecule in certain regions of the latter; typical examples are the square of O atoms in the vicinity of an OH (which includes the O of the OH) and the pentagon of O atoms in the vicinity of the first IHB, which includes the donor and acceptor Os of the first IHB and keeps the water molecules away from the IHB itself.
The calculated complexes of antioxidant ACPLs with a Cu 2+ ion [24, 31, 32] show preference for simultaneous binding of the ion to two sites; among these, greater preference mostly corresponds to simultaneous binding to an O atom and a π bond, followed by simultaneous binding to two O atoms, one of which is an sp 2 O. The less preferred site is nearly always O10. Calculations also show effective reduction of the charge of the ion (whose natural (NBO) charge becomes slightly less than +1 in the complex). However, analogous calculations with ACPLs whose antioxidant activity is not so remarkable as to be of potential pharmacological interest also show effective reduction of the charge of the ion [24] . The molecule-ion interaction energy (considered with respect to the initial situation, i.e. taken as the difference between the energy of the complex and the sum of the energies of the isolated molecule and the isolated Cu 2+ ion) also has similar ranges of magnitudes for all the cases. This suggests the inference (to be confirmed with additional calculations still in progress) that the ability to reduce a Cu 2+ ion can be considered as a necessary condition for an ACPL to be a good antioxidant, but not as a sufficient one.
The calculation of bowl-shaped structures from three or four ACPL units, bonded to each other through methylene bridges (i.e. in the same way as ACPL units bind in naturally-occurring dimeric or trimeric ACPLs) has highlighted the potentialities of ACPLs for building comparatively deep and 'tightly knitted' bowls [34] . The bowls consisting of four ACPL units proved the more favourable, as their geometry does not show steric constraints (it is actually close to some of the possible conformational geometries of naturally-occurring quadrimeric ACPLs).
Discussion and conclusions
The overall study has highlighted patterns in the conformational preferences of ACPLs, in the characteristics and stabilising effects of their IHBs, in molecular properties such as dipole moments, HOMO-LUMO energy gaps, vibrational frequencies of the OH bonds, solvent effects, etc. Subsequent studies of selected individual molecules showed consistency with the identified patterns. The study of dimeric ACPLs and of bowl-shaped structures built from ACPLs highlighted the effects of IHB cooperativity. The study of complexes of ACPLs with a Cu 2+ ion highlighted the preferences of the ion with regard to the binding sites available in the molecules and effective reduction of its charge from +2 to +1. Overall, the study confirms that the investigation of many molecules of the same class facilitates predictions of several properties of other molecules of that class, including predictions of their conformational preferences, of the relative-energy-sequence of their conformers, of the comparison of the strengths of their IHBs and of the red shifts they cause, of the preferences for complexation with a metal ion, and various others.
The use of more than one calculation method has proven particularly important for studies aimed at identifying patterns, because the availability of separate sets of results provides verification of the reliability of trendsidentification. Furthermore, in the case of ACPLs, the use of both HF and DFT turned out to provide ranges for the quantities related to the strength of the IHBs, such as their length or the red shift they cause. Since HF underestimates this strength and DFT overestimates it (as verified through comparison with experimental results, when available, or with the results of fully-relaxed-geometry MP2 calculations, which are commonly used as benchmarks [116] ), HF provides a lower limit and DFT an upper limit for the actual values of those quantities.
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